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A third of both pro- and eukaryotic proteomes consist of membrane proteins. Housed in a milieu of hydrophobic

molecules, they serve as crucial contacts of communication between the cytoplasm and non-cytosolic environments,

making them essential pharmaceutical targets. While membrane proteins are notoriously difficult to investigate at any

level, high-resolution structures of these targets only became feasible at the very end of the twentieth century. It was not

until robust technological developments in the fields of X-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy and cryo-EM, that the

scientific community at large, finally gained access to an ever-increasing number of atomic resolution structures, and

began to rationalize how membrane proteins accommodate their function. As if the lack of structural information wasn’t

enough to hamper progress, a higher level of complexity arose from the modern understanding of “one structure—one

function” paradigm, a primitive simplification useful at the dawn of the scientific era, that has promptly lost credence to the

complex maneuvers of membrane proteins.
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2. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

Solution NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) is one of the high-resolution techniques which allows for the investigation of

both structural and dynamic properties of biological macromolecules. Being a solution technique, in contrast to X-ray

crystallography or cryo-EM, NMR can be performed in environments that closely resemble native cellular conditions.

Studying GPCRs, ion channels or transporters, etc., even in the best reconstitution media (reviewed in ) with the most

advanced TROSY (transverse relaxation-optimized spectroscopy)-based methods , still requires perdeuteration and

often does not provide desirable resolution and/or sensitivity. Fortunately, with the growing number of crystal/cryo-EM

structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB), researchers now have a detailed perspective on certain conformers, correlated

with specific binding modes or activation states, for many intriguing targets. These atomic resolution structures offer the

luxury to focus on specific sites within the protein most sensitive to conformational changes using molecular labels.

Although this could be achieved by H- C methyl TROSY analysis (reviewed in ) in deuterated samples, the easiest

way is to employ F NMR.

Several favorable nuclear spin properties of fluorine-19 ( F), that have been exploited since the early days  are finding

stronger footholds again. These include:

High magnetic sensitivity: the F isotope, in contrast to proton ( H), the gold standard, has a high relative sensitivity of

~83% and a 100% natural abundance (note that relative sensitivity for detection in NMR experiments at a constant

number of nuclei is roughly proportional to the cube of their gyromagnetic ratios , (γ γ )  = 0.94  = 0.83).

The lack of endogenous fluorine and thereby the absence of a background signal.

Sensitivity to local environment: F exhibits large chemical shifts dispersion (CSD) which spans 2000 ppm in

comparison to a meager 13 ppm for H; although chemical shifts, arising solely from local van der Waals electrostatic

and solvent interactions, typically vary between 2.5 (CF ) and 20 ppms (mono-fluoro-aromatics) , they may still be

enough to characterize motional and structural properties of IMPs in different environments such as lipid vesicles,

detergents or organic solvents.

1D spectroscopy, used to avoid unfavorable relaxation associated with multidimensional NMR methods, is usually

sufficient for the separation of the peaks in F spectrum and works even for potentially dynamic states that are

characterized by broad lines. Thus, different states can be resolved, and their corresponding population quantified.
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Lastly, the lack of protein deuteration significantly improves the ease and efficacy of sample preparations.

The above advantages do come at a price. Assigning F resonances to structural states is anything but trivial and often

requires prior hints from other techniques. For the thoroughly studied GPCR family (reviewed in ), the assignments rely

on population shifts in response to agonists vs. antagonists or reverse agonists binding. In an impressive study from the

Prosser lab , five key functional states of adenosine A  receptor (A R) complexed with hetero-trimeric G protein

(Gα β γ ), were characterized in phospholipid nanodisc using F-NMR. Signal transduction was modeled using rigidity-

transmission allostery (RTA) algorithms ; and A R conformational ensembles, corresponding to the above functional

states, were visualized through the dynamic energy landscapes reflecting, activation, G protein coupling, and nucleotide

exchange.

Alternatively, differences in paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE) can be used for assigning F resonances to

structural states , but only when different conformations, feature distinct solvent exposures for the F probe. In another

novel approach, F longitudinal relaxation rates (R1) and their distance-dependent enhancement by paramagnetic ions

(Ni  chelated through di-histidine motif) were measured with the goal to assign resonances to different structural states.

This estimated the rates of the conformational exchange for a model membrane transporter—Glt , aspartate/sodium

symporter from Pyrococcus horikoshii .

The inter-conversion between different conformational states, occurring on a μs to ms time scale can be evaluated by

Carr–Purcell–MeiBoom–Gill (CPMG) relaxation dispersion experiments . This technique has been widely used to study

dynamics and folding pathways in soluble proteins, for instance, to define “invisible” sparsely populated states . In

general, this method is not easily applicable to IMP/membrane-mimetic complexes of large molecular weight due to

unfavorable relaxation rates in H-based multidimensional NMR experiments. The F-1D versions of these experiments,

however, can be employed successfully to define exchange rates between GPCR states. For example, Manglik et al.

showed that unliganded and inverse-agonist-bound β -adrenergic receptor (β AR) predominantly existed in two inactive

conformations that exchange within hundreds of μs. Agonists shifted the equilibrium towards a conformation capable of

engaging cytoplasmic G proteins, although incompletely, resulting in an increased conformational heterogeneity with the

coexistence of inactive, intermediate, and active states .

In another interesting approach, remarkable relaxation properties of the aromatic C-F spin pair allowed for F- C

TROSY-based experiments, with direct detection from C. The 2D spectra produced sensitive, high-resolution signals for

a target, such as the single-ring α7 proteasome particle with an MW of 180 kDa , demonstrating the potential of

solution NMR to study IMPs.

Incorporation of extrinsic F-labels at relevant locations within the target protein is possible either through chemical

conjugation of fluorine-containing small molecules with reactive amino acids or cysteine mutants, as was utilized in the

above examples, or through biosynthetic introduction of fluorinated amino acid analogs . An interesting example of

the latter can be found in the study of β-arrestin-1, employing the unnatural amino acid (3,5-difluorotyrosine, F2Y) to

define its V2Rpp bound (V2-vasopressin receptor carboxy-terminal phosphopeptide) conformation and dynamics . As a

result, a longstanding puzzle regarding the receptor’s phospho-coding mechanism that dictates selective structural

features directed by either desensitization of the receptor or initiation of arrestin’s own signaling pathway was resolved. An

elegant model was proposed which suggested that the phosphate-binding site on arrestin’s surface was arranged in “a

shape similar to the holes in a flute” with movements controlled by the phospho-receptor “fingers”.

3. Cryo-Electron Microscopy

Cryo-EM (cryo-electron microscopy), the most recent addition to the structural biology toolkit, can provide near-atomic

resolutions of macromolecular assemblies. The advent of direct electron detectors, corrections for beam-induced

movement and specimen drift along with developments in other auxiliary methodologies, has made cryo-EM the method

of choice for membrane proteins, especially those recalcitrant to crystallization . In contrast to X-ray crystallography,

which relies on structural uniformity within the crystal lattice, single-particle cryo-EM offers the opportunity to inspect an

ensemble of conformational states for dynamic systems, such as ion channels or cell surface receptors, snap-frozen in a

thin layer of vitrified ice. Therefore, the steady-state distribution of different conformers under various buffer conditions or

ligand titrations can be observed, elucidating potential pathways involving conformational rearrangements.

Hite et al. showcase this approach, presenting numerous states occurring along the reaction cycle of Slo2.2, a Na -

dependent K  channel . Series of datasets collected from a Na  gradient concentration of 20–160 mM revealed an

ensemble of closed structures with a minor population of an open conformer which increased with increasing
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concentration. In contrast, a data set collected at a high concentration of 300 mM showed predominantly open

conformers. Comparison of the titration conformers with activity data implied that not all open channels conduct ions.

Interestingly, no stable intermediate structure was observed, suggesting that the channel opens in a highly concerted,

switch-like process. This example highlights the importance of capturing images of a large enough number of single

particles. By doing so, it becomes possible to define multiple sub-states within the major conformational states.

From a historic perspective, the first-ever structure of an ion channel determined by cryo-EM with high enough resolution

to allow identification of sidechains was TRPV1, a polymodal signal detector channel which belongs to a transient

receptor potential (TRP) family. Liao et al. characterized the unligated closed state  while, in a companion study, Cao et

al. defined two open states (toxin or capsaicin bound) . These studies revealed that TRPV1 opening is associated with

major structural rearrangements in the outer pore, including the pore helix and selectivity filter, and pronounced dilation of

a hydrophobic constriction at the lower gate, suggesting a dual gating mechanism. Several high-resolution cryo-EM

structures of the TRP family channels, incorporated into different membrane mimetics later followed . More

recently, Zhang et al. produced an impressive compendium of 25 structures of TRPV1 by adding a pair of toxins and/or

altering the cations and pH . The structures provided a mechanistic insight into the extensive pharmacology of TRPV1

by visualizing alterations in the selectivity filter and gate correlating their allosteric couplings with disparate stimuli.

Conformational dynamics in TRPV1 have been further studied by TIRF microscopy  as briefly discussed further below.

Though membrane protein structural biologists rejoice at sidestepping the near-Sisyphean task of generating well-ordered

crystals, cryo-EM still requires astute biochemical preparation of target proteins. Exemplifying this case, Chen and

colleagues used a multifaceted approach, including disulfide trapping, X-ray crystallography, and cryo-EM, to isolate an

elusive “open-channel” state of the prototypical elevator-type transporter Glt  . Glt  is an archaeal homolog of

excitatory amino acid transporters (EAATs) which mediate uptake of glutamate and aspartate in neuronal and glial cells.

The EAATs maintain a peculiar side hustle, in that they also function as chloride channels and this activity is not coupled

to amino acid transport . This ion channel activity has been observed since the mid-1990s but was not structurally

rationalized even through scrupulous cryo-EM examination of a solution ensemble of homolog Glt  .

In vitro elucidation of the molecular bases of mechanosensation presents unique technical challenges and hearing is

perhaps, at the biophysical level, the least understood of the senses. No fewer than three studies over the past year were

released which employ cryo-EM to resolve states of prestin, an essential component of the cochlear amplifier .

Prestin is a member of the solute carrier 26 (SLC26) anion transporter family and functions as the electromotive molecule

of outer hair cells (OHCs) which amplify incident sound waves. The membrane-integral motor pulls the unenviable double-

duty of sensitivity to both membrane potential and tension . By varying the anions and including the inhibitor salicylate,

a collection of prestin states were captured revealing the protein as a domain-swapped dimer with an elevator-like

conformational cycle. The structures indicated that prestin can tune its in-membrane cross-sectional area and

(supplemented by molecular dynamics [MD] simulations) also locally alter its surrounding bilayer thickness. The studies

unshroud the elegant means by which an integral membrane protein transduces an electrochemical signal into

mechanical work.

It is worth noting that despite the advances in cryoEM, high-resolution structural information from the flexible or dynamic

parts of the protein remain elusive, a feature of prime relevance for single-pass IMPs. A recent remarkable study of

integrin α β , in its apo and fibronectin bound forms, by Schumacher et al.  illustrates this point. The C-terminal portion

of the receptor, including the flexible lower legs, transmembrane helices, and the cytoplasmic tails, remained unresolvable

in cryoEM maps.

Observing long-lived, equilibrium structural states with cryo-EM is increasingly facile and, as with X-ray crystallography

(described below), much effort is being spent on developing time-resolved variants to scrutinize short-lived intermediates.

Sub-second time resolution has been primarily achieved in a rapid mixing step immediately prior to grid vitrification which

can afford resolution of up to ~10 ms . Rapid mixing is accomplished either through (i) a microfluidic setup prior to

spraying the sample or (ii) spraying separate solutions directly onto a grid plunging into liquid ethane . As a proof

of concept for on-grid mixing, Dandey et al. observed large conformational shifts induced by rapidly mixing Ca  with

MthK, a calcium-gated potassium channel which inactivates over the course of seconds . Though the data were

insufficient to clearly resolve an unseen open or intermediate MthK conformation, a time-resolved EM methodology by

rapid mixing appears very feasible for membrane proteins with dynamics in the ms–s time scale.

The utility of cryo-EM is attested to by the burgeoning number of PDB depositions. New methodologies, however, must be

cultivated for extracting dynamic structural information in the μs–ms regime where many protein motions lie. One

attractive alternative strategy to microfluidic or on-grid mixing is flash photolysis of caged compounds to homogeneously
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initiate protein dynamism . This approach was demonstrated using acid-sensing ion channel ASIC1a as a test

subject, whereby protons were released from the photocaged sulfate MPNS to drop the solution pH and shift the channel

from a resting state to desensitized.

4. Serial X-ray Crystallography

X-ray crystallography has historically been the gold standard for structure solutions with achievable resolutions

occasionally extending below 1 Å. With improved detector speed and high photon flux at third-generation synchrotrons,

time-resolved crystallography (TRX) became feasible in the 1990s. Though even with advanced facilities, a key difficulty

to surmount in these experiments is homogeneous initiation of the reaction process, hence the targets typically studied

are light-sensitive and can be triggered by a laser pulse. Many targets are, however, not light-sensitive but can be

interrogated through clever application of photocaged substrates or shifts in temperature or pH. Another drawback of TRX

is crystal packing itself which constrains protein conformation and may preclude some biologically relevant conformational

changes. Nevertheless, the TRX approach is powerful in addressing ultrafast (fs–ps) motions as well as slower processes

which do not grossly distort the protein and disrupt the crystal lattice.

TRX comprises two basic approaches: Laue diffraction methods on single large crystals and serial crystallography on

many small crystals. The former relies on polychromatic (pink) X-ray beams and a full dataset can be collected using only

a few diffraction frames, unlike with monochromatic X-rays. A primary weakness of Laue diffraction is, unfortunately, its

intrinsic sensitivity to crystal mosaicity and stringent requirement for high-quality crystals. Serial crystallography was

pioneered by X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) sources and subsequently has been adapted for synchrotron sources as

well .

Integral membrane proteins tend to be more refractory toward crystallization and thus few have been investigated by Laue

diffraction methods. Bacteriorhodopsin (bR) is a well-studied protein, with the advantageous trait of comprising a light-

sensitive retinal prosthetic group, but even its crystals proved too fragile to withstand repeated pump-probing . The lone

success has been with the photosynthetic reaction center complex from Blastochloris viridis . The first study

revealed no discernable conformational change upon photoactivation (3.3 Å resolution model) while the second showed

reorientation of a tyrosine close to the “special pair” (SP) bacteriochlorophylls at a higher resolution of 2.9 Å.

The more fruitful avenue for TRX thus far has been through serial crystallography. Serial femtosecond crystallography

(SFX) was realized at XFEL sources over the past decade to accommodate for ultrahigh photon flux which obliterates

exposed materials via Coulomb explosion. Useful data can be collected via what is colloquially known as “diffraction

before destruction”, whereby single diffraction frames can be detected (presuming a diffracting crystal is in the beam path)

. Sample destruction obviously necessitates a comparatively large quantity of experimental mass but, in practice, this

downside tends to result in other gains in efficiency. For instance, [sub]micron crystals are less tedious to produce but can

diffract well especially from the high intensity of an XFEL. Additionally, with time-resolved studies, small crystal size

affords less optical absorbance (i.e., for stimulating laser pulses) and rapid reactant diffusion, both of which improve

reaction synchrony across a crystal.

As with (Laue) crystallography, soluble proteins tend to be better studied by TR-SFX but the technique has been exploited

for a handful of (primarily light-sensitive) membrane proteins. Photosystem I, in complex with electron acceptor ferredoxin,

provided the first test case by observing alterations in diffraction intensities using laser pulse-probing at 5 and 10 μs

delays . The collected data were not sufficient for high-resolution model building but verified the utility of pulse-probe

methods ported from Laue crystallography to TR-SFX. Photosystem II (PSII) is thus far the most thoroughly examined

membrane protein by TR-SFX . Despite its name, PSII is the first protein in the

photosynthetic chain and catalyzes light-driven water oxidation at the oxygen-evolving complex (OEC), a Mn CaO  cluster

. The reversible photocycle of PSII has been proposed to encompass five redox states, S –S , which evolve over a μs–

ms timescale after photon absorption . Most of the TR-SFX studies showed subtle or no conformational alteration,

though, efforts were hampered by the achievable resolution. Later works have focused on the PSII OEC and have

successfully produced snapshots of intermediate states with oxygen and water coordination, bringing closer a detailed

mechanistic understanding of photosynthetic splitting of water.

The dynamics of the photosynthetic reaction center were recently followed up using ultrafast (i.e., picosecond timescale)

TR-SFX . Using pump-probe delays of 1 ps up to 8 μs, the authors captured photoactivated structural perturbations of

the aforementioned SP chlorophylls which lead to low-amplitude oscillations within the protein to accommodate charge

transfer and heat dissipation.
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Rhodopsins have been highly studied for decades and, besides being convenient model proteins, have become important

biotechnological tools for optogenetics and synthetic biology. The pigment retinal is the rhodopsins’ essential cofactor

which isomerizes upon photon absorption and induces conformational changes to elicit ion transport . bR is,

unsurprisingly, the model protein of choice and its dynamics have been probed from sub-picosecond through millisecond

regimes . The molecular movies derived through TR-SFX illuminate each step in the bR photocycle, directly

visualizing retinal isomerization, side-chain reorientations, and backbone shifts which drive proton pumping (Figure 1). In

addition, these structural data inform quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) simulations and rationalize how

the protein scaffold has been evolutionarily honed to optimize the retinal quantum yield. Subsequently, the maturing TR-

SFX method was directed on rhodopsins KR2, ClR, and ChR to decipher the physicochemical origins of their differing

substrate selectivities .

Figure 1. bR retinal trans-to-cis isomerization observed by ultrafast TR-SFX. Dark grey indicates the dark state, red and

orange intermediates (49–406 and 457–646 fs), and blue the 13-cis isomer (10 ps) prior to relaxation. Illustration derived

from PDB 6G7H, 6G7I, 6G7J, 6G7K.

Rounding out the membrane proteins subjected to TR-SFX is bovine cytochrome c oxidase (CcO) . CcO catalyzes

the reduction of dioxygen to two water molecules and is the terminal enzyme of the electron transfer chain in the inner

mitochondrial membrane. To induce previously unseen intermediates, two studies used disparate stimuli: CO photolysis or

rapid mixing with oxygen-saturated buffer. Both studies observed a similar oxidized heme a  intermediate and,

complemented with TR spectroscopy, gleaned new details on the enzyme’s trafficking of electrons to effect unidirectional

proton flux. These subjects highlight the strength of TR-SFX in resolving protein structural dynamism in the fs to ms

timescale. User access to XFEL sources is, unfortunately, very limited but facilities are continuously innovating to increase

their data acquisition and analysis capabilities .
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